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Welcome to Florida Social Studies!
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PRIMARY SOURCE: EXCERPT

What makes social studies special?

You want to open young minds to the wonders of our world and the cultures, 
communities, people, and perspectives in it. We do too. Through the lens of the 
past (and present), we can help you prepare students to engage with each other 
in the classroom, their community, state, country, and world. Designed to establish 
core knowledge, develop critical thinking skills, enhance civil discourse, and 
inspire active citizenship, Florida Social Studies fully aligns to the Florida state 
standards, setting a firm foundation for student growth.

Inquire & Learn    Inspire & Lead
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:

 ■ Chapter and Lesson Videos
 ■ Design Your Own Inquiry Project

 ■ Primary Sources
 ■ Maps

 ■ Photographs
 ■ Biographies

Inquiry Literacy Assessment

Learning begins with curiosity, and in Florida Social Studies, curiosity 
propels students through the past and present.

Essential Questions (EQs) act as the text’s guiding force, urging 
students to delve deeper and explore all that Florida Social Studies 
reveals about our nation’s past, present, and future.

Asking Questions to 
Understand Our World

What’s so powerful 
about inquiry in 

the social studies?

Asking Questions to 
Understand Our World
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:

Di�erentiation Planning Implementation

At all grade levels, inquiry-based chapters have been designed to help teachers spark students’ 
interest and empower them to ask more questions and think more critically as they discover our 
world and their role in it.



Inquiry Literacy Assessment

Why is literacy
so important  

when it comes  
to social studies?

Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:

 ■ Chapter and Lesson Videos
 ■ Social Studies Routines

 ■ Reader’s Theater
 ■ Connect Through Literature 

 ■ Explore Words Songs  
(K-1 only)

Literacy skills help students access stories outside of their own 
experience—which in turn enables them to engage more fully 
with the world around them, and someday, shape the stories of 
our future. Florida Social Studies includes frequent, embedded 
opportunities for students to practice close reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening so they can analyze, comprehend, critique, 
and synthesize social studies content.

Literacy Paves the Way,  
Every Day
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Di�erentiation Planning Implementation
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:

To respond to Essential Questions, students analyze primary and secondary sources, critique arguments, 
develop opinions, cite text-based evidence, and make connections through reading, writing, speaking, 
and listening—because when students unlock the power of literacy, they build strong communication 
skills, and strong communicators who understand social studies can help build a better future.
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Inquiry Literacy Assessment

Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:

 ■ Stop and Check
 ■ Check for Success

 ■ Report Your Findings
 ■ Lesson Assessments

 ■ Chapter Assessments
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From PreTests through Communicate Your Findings tasks at the 
end of each chapter, Florida Social Studies provides an array of 
flexible formal (and informal) instructional paths for assessing student 
understanding. Options for frequent and measurable assessment 
can help you know what your students know—today and tomorrow—
to help keep them immersed in a productive cycle of learning.

Understanding What 
Your Students Know

How does frequent 
and measurable 
assessment help  
to keep students  

in the game?



Di�erentiation Planning Implementation
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support  
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, including:
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Interactive Performance Reports include Activity Reports, where teachers can see Overall Class 
Averages, Individual Student Performance and be able to filter by assignments.



Inquiry Literacy Assessment

How can I make
the most of every

moment for
every student?
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support 
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning. 

Supporting All Students 
with Confidence
Florida Social Studies is based on the understanding that knowledge 
development is a dynamic process that utilizes all of a student’s 
cultural and linguistic resources. Point-of-use tips provide teachers 
with helpful tools for adapting instruction to meet students’ language 
needs while establishing a foundation for lifelong learning in  
social studies.



Di�erentiation Planning Implementation
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Florida Social Studies incorporates sca£olded strategies to help students as they encounter complex 
texts, challenging vocabulary, and text structures. 



How can I make 
the most of the 

time I have?
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Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that support 
whole-group, small-group, and individual learning. 

Planning With Ease
Explore flexible pacing options as you Mix and Match to create 
lessons that meet the needs and priorities of your community  
of learners.

Inquiry Literacy Assessment

 

Flexible Pacing Options 
Mix and Match to create lessons that meet the needs and priorities of your community of learners. 

Focus on  
Full Research

Focus on  
Reading Social 
Studies Content

Focus on Time 
Management

The Full Research Path is ideal 
when you want to teach content 
with inquiry! Teaching with 
inquiry fosters curiosity and a 
love of learning. Teach the art of 
inquiry as students deepen their 
understanding of social studies 
content and build critical-
thinking skills.

The Reading Path is ideal for 
when you want to highlight the 
relationship between Social 
Studies, ELA, and Math. While 
reading doesn’t teach students 
social studies, teaching social 
studies during reading blocks 
teaches BOTH social studies AND 
reading.

The Short on Time Path connects 
to the Chapter Communicate task 
so students can have rich Social 
Studies investigations even when 
time is short!
Use the instructional routines in 
Social Studies Routines as an 
alternative way to investigate 
the articles. Go online at 
my.mheducation.com. 
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• What are some ways Mary McLeod Bethune fulfilled her duties and responsibilities
as a citizen? 
voting rights to others.)

• What do you think motivated Mary McLeod Bethune to work to improve their
communities? 

3 Make Connections 
• What are some ways that Mary McLeod Bethune can inspire you to become involved

citizen? 
• Why do you think the actions taken by Mary McLeod Bethune are important?

(Students should support their ideas with details.)
After the discussion, have partners summarize ideas their Note Catcher.

Use the following sca�olds to support students as they discuss Mary McLeod Bethune. 

Entering and Emerging 
This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is 
dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is 
dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy.

Developing and Expanding 
This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is 
dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is 
dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy. This is dummy copy.

You may wish to use a Jigsaw 
routine for groups to read and 
share evidence from both 
sources as an alternative way to 
analyze both articles. See page 
FMT000 for more information 
on this routine and others.

• Assign di�erent articles to
pairs or groups.

Impact Routines

 to create lessons that meet the needs and priorities of your community of learners. 

Focus on Time 
Management

The Short on Time Path connects 
to the Chapter Communicate task 
so students can have rich Social 

dies investigations even when 
short!

Use the instructional routines in 
tudies Routines as an 

way to investigate 
 Go online at 

ucation.com. 
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You may wish to use a Jigsaw 
routine for groups to read and 
share evidence from both 
sources as an alternative way to 

pact Routines

sources as an alternative way to sources as an alternative way to 



Planning Implementation
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Di�erentiation

Take advantage of point-of-use teaching support in both the print and digital Teacher’s Editions  
as well as professional learning modules online that cover topics such as: 

 ■ How to teach Social Studies during your reading block

 ■ How to support language learners in the content areas

 ■ How to teach with and for inquiry in social studies

 ■ How to build critical readers, writers, communicators, and thinkers with  
social studies content

Florida Teachers,  
We Have You Covered 
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How do I plug
Florida Social Studies
into my classroom?

Florida Social Studies Digital delivers powerful learning resources that 
support whole-group, small-group, and individual learning. 
Scan to go online to see more, or visit: mheonline.com/florida

We are Your Partners 
Every Step of the Way
Learn more by visiting our Digital Technical Support website which 
contains resources for classroom integration, program training and 
support, and real live humans who can answer questions and  
provide guidance.

Inquiry Literacy Assessment
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Di�erentiation Planning Implementation

Try the digital sampling experience. 
Visit mheonline.com/florida



Inquire & Learn    Inspire & Lead

Scan the QR code below to try the digital sampling experience, 
or visit mheonline.com/florida

L3.1044239




